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By this way, Sunway City can attract many graduated medical personal to work in their organisation and solve
the shortage problem. Physical Environment Segment Physical environment segment refers to potential and
actual changes in the physical environment and business practices that are intended to positively respond to
and deal with those changes. Sunway Global in China is positioned to ride on potential contract flows in
China. You are on page 1of 26 Search inside document 1. IGB Corporation Berhad prides itself on its
continued local community support and involvement. So that, overall of Malaysia economic have growth
confidently from year to year. To find out whether their action are aligned with the organization's objectives.
Also use this session as a mean for communication. So, SunCity have the from oversea are setting up their
branches in Malaysia. To complete this report, there are 3 types of analysis that we are going to carry out
which are general environment analysis, Porters Five Forces Analysis and SWOT analysis. Unemployment
rate is determined by total unemployment labour workforce divided by total 3 labour workforce. Discuss using
examples related to at least two companies. As what we learn from the class, we know that strategic alliance is
when two or more entity join together for a period of time to pursue a set of agreed upon goals or to meet a
critical business need while remaining independent organizations. General Motors is brand that people know
and respect and many are very loyal to the brand. Normally, joint venture will give more confidence to the
project, because the owner wishes to distribute the risk to more organisations. Our learning team chose to
evaluate the sample business plan found at www. As the economy weakened, businesses have looked at
expanding globally to make up for the loss of profit. In Malaysia, the developers of private entity, statutory
bodies and co-operative societies which involved in housing development are governed by the Housing
Development Control and Licensing Act HAD. In Malaysia, ratio of doctors and patients still very low
compare to developed country. This will reduce the income fluctuations from one period to another period.
Sociocultural Segment Sociocultural segment is concerned with a societys attitude and cultural values. Besides
that, joint venture may able to cover any insufficient knowledge and technology of Sunway City. The
Advantages of SWOT Analysis Because of the constantly changing conditions in the monetary market, the
quick response to challenges becomes more and more important to all companies. Because of the effects
incurred by increase in prices of the real estate, it raises the sales of the real estate as well. To build a property
development company is very hard as it required lots of financial requirement and also human capital. Because
of the effects incurred by increase in prices of the real estate, it raises the sales of the real estate as well. In
addition, some industry predicted that more young people will move out from their parents homes and that
will trigger the demand of the homes and thus raises the sales. The intensity of rivalry among competitors
tends to increases as there are numerous or equally balanced competitors, High fixed costs, lack of
differentiation or switching costs, high strategic stakes, high exit barriers. It operates in five segments such as
property development, property investment, leisure, hospitality, and healthcare. It helps to evaluate the current
position of the organization and to achieve the objectives of the organization. The green features in the
Sunway Palazzio have deep balconies for sun shading, large window to promote natural light and self-cool
strategies such as insulated roof, ventilated roof space and cavity wall.


